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Marcin and Ania dreamed of an old Lemko farmhouse. They are originally from the Beskid 
Niski region and had always enjoyed hiking in the area. They fell in love with the local 
villages and their traditional architecture. They decided to build their house in the village of 
Oderne. They were inspired by the new houses in the Alps, which are inscribed in nature 
and local architecture. Martin designed the modern block himself. He broke the typical 
rectangular shape of the chalet into a U-shape and surrounded the house with a large 
larch terrace. It can be accessed from practically every room. This solution has two 
advantages: when it gets warm, the terrace with a magnificent view of the Beskid Niski 
becomes an extension of the living room. All you have to do is spread out the six-meter 
wide, glazed accordion doors. 

The house's roof and facade are covered with cedar shingles, which are reminiscent of 
traditional Lemko thatch. - Its shade also changes depending on the light, Marcin says. - It 
makes our cottage look a bit like a gray hill and blends in perfectly with the surroundings. It
also harmonizes with the huts and the local wooden architecture trail. Nature has also 
tamed other buildings - wood sheds and a porch. They are made of steel, which, under the
influence of rain and pouring with salt water, has been covered with a beautiful rusty 
tarnish. 

The concrete floor in the interior designed by the owners is covered with transparent 
polyurethane resin. One wall in the living room is also made of concrete, heated by a 
special installation and additionally by the sun. All together, the cottage loses heat very 
slowly even in the greatest frosts, when the heating is turned off. Other finishes are also 
natural materials. The wooden, matte black painted kitchen cabinets have an industrial 
steel top. Some of the furniture is made of brushed, oiled oak. The rest is recycled, such 
as a second-hand couch Martin bought and refurbished, or some of the wooden beds from
his family home. They have only been sandblasted and coated with oil. A gem of recycling 
is a century-old cast-iron bedroom radiator scrounged from a scrap yard for nothing, 
cleaned and varnished black. 


